
Clarksville ISD 
2017-2018Faculty Dress Code 

 

     The District’s dress code for faculty is established to ensure professionalism in appearance, prevent disruption and 

minimize safety hazards. 

     The district prohibits any clothing that, in the principal’s judgment, may reasonably be expected to cause disruption 

of or interference with normal school operations.  The intent of the dress code is that no skin be exposed from the neck 

to the knee for both faculty and students. Clothing should be neat in appearance, and fit appropriately as to portray a 

professional image.  Form-fitting or oversized clothing is considered unprofessional and shall not be worn.  When staff 

choose to wear the standardized dress attire, the colors approved for the CISD students will be used (pants – black, navy 

blue and any shade of khaki and polo shirts – any solid color). 

     Faculty shall conform to the following rules:   

Shirts: 
 Acceptable shirts are: 

 Collared shirts – ex.  polo, golf style, or dress shirt 

 Layering of shirts is permissible if the under-layer extends no further than “wrist length” when 
arms are extended to the side of the body 

 Button front shirt or blouse 

 Turtleneck  

 Any shirt of modest apparel 

 University shirts on Wednesday only and Spirit shirts on Friday only 

 Neck lines should be no lower than the width of ones’ hand closed with fingers touching when 
the thumb is placed at the top of the breast bone. 

Unacceptable shirts are: 

 T-shirts (Exception:  Spirit and University Days) 

 See-through blouses or shirts 

 Spaghetti-strap top/dress 

 Backless apparel 

 Exposed midriff 

 Low necklines 
Pants/Capris/Skirts/Dresses: 

 All of the above must fall at mid-knee or below 

 Cargo pants with drawstring pant legs and walking/city shorts are not allowed 

 Jeans (blue/denim) may be worn on Friday with Spirit Shirts (Jeans may not have holes and must 
fit appropriately.) 

Shoes: 
 All Staff: 

 Dress shoes, loafer style shoes, tennis shoes or boots 

 Open toe style dress sandals 

 Designated staff (custodians, maintenance, cafeteria, etc.) shall wear shoe apparel which meets 
safety standard requirements. 
 

~  Physical education and laboratory course staff members may choose to wear appropriate uniforms/aprons/smocks 
(approved by administration) during the physical education or laboratory instructional periods only.  
 
**The campus principal or other district-level administrative personnel will make final decisions concerning staff 
dress. 

Approved by the CISD Board of Trustees on June 21, 2017. 


